Abstract-Systematic Review has become an essential scientific method to research in Computer Science, mainly because interdisciplinary studies and scientific research in the Internet are demanding it. This work provides a further analysis on the subject through a systematic review in the domain of Computer Science, which was performed using scientific papers databases relevant to Computer Science, from the years 2006 to 2012. Our research has shown that 75.5% of the total number of papers are concentrated in the top 10 journals. Only 54.9% of the papers declared in the keywords that it was a systematic review, and only 75.7% declared it in their title. Additionally, our research has verified that 59.8% of the papers are directly related to Software Engineering.
I. INTRODUCTION
Previously, we have presented a quantitative analysis of systematic reviews in Computer Science [1] to show its growing importance. In order to do that, a systematic review had to be performed, that is, we have done a systematic review of systematic reviews in Computer Science from 2006 to 2012. Herein, we continue our analysis seeking further insights on the subject.
The importance of systematic reviews in Computer Science as a scientific method had to be assessed, because not only science itself is becoming more interdisciplinary [2] , but Computer Science researches are becoming even more interdisciplinary. Especially, when the research is related to the Internet or to human beings.
A systematic review is a method to identify the studies related to a common subject that aims to obtain unbiased knowledge in a comprehensive, systematic and replicable review of the scientific literature. The use of this method in health care studies was already consolidated in the 80's [3] to assess the strength and quality of scientific evidence, especially with regards to clinical recommendations. Its benefits are not only applicable in health researches, but it has also been used in Social Sciences [4] , [5] .
The interdisciplinary approach in research is also a good enough motive for requiring systematic reviews. It implies in the investigation of two or more fields. That may imply in much more information to investigate than a traditional single field research. This would prevent unwanted bias in the scientific literature review and it could provide, as in the case of Evidence-Based Medicine [3] , the assessment of strength and quality of scientific evidence. Hence, this work is a qualitative analysis of Systematic Reviews in the domain of Computer Science based on a systematic review. For the organization of this paper, we chose IMRAD structure [6] : introduction, methodology, results and discussion. This structure is part of the uniform requirements for manuscripts submitted to biomedicine journals from the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors. The adoption of this framework should facilitate the information storage and retrieval in international databases by search engines for research purposes like systematic reviews and meta-analysis.
II. METHODOLOGY
A systematic review is a method that gathers a set of similar primary studies that goes through a selection process regarding some specified criteria. This work is based on a systematic review to identify studies which also use the systematic review in the field of Computer Science [1] , that is, a quantitative synthesis of other reviews of the literature regarding the Information Technology area.
The Systematic Review performed to support this paper was published in [1] , which was based on the study of two other Systematic Reviews in Computer Science, Breivold et al. in [7] , and Ampatzoglou and Stamelos in [8] , which followed the guidelines presented in [9] .
By the way, the steps of a systematic review may be divided in:
 To determine the rules for the review implementation;  To establish the criteria for inclusion and exclusion;  To investigate relevant studies;  To assess the quality, the information extraction, and the synthesis.
The systematic review presented in [1] showed the statistics of publications of systematic reviews in Computer Science between 2006 and 2012. A total of 3,645 articles were examined, out of which 102 were selected, as shown in Table I . Additionally, in Fig. 1 , it is shown a direct comparison of the number of selected publications from scientific databases. Both Table I and Fig. 1 presented here are an Errata of our previous work presented in [1] .
Therefore, the methodology applied to develop this work was a systematic review with deeper data analysis than presented before. Consequently, it may be considered the continuation of our previous work [1] . 
III. RESULTS
The results presented in this section are a deeper analysis of our systematic review presented in [1] . It is based on the data contained in Tables II, III [S5] , [S6] , [S7] , [S11] , [S12] , [S13] , [S14] , [S15] , [S16] , [S17] , [S18] , [S19] , [S20] , [S21] , [S22] , [S23] , [S24] , [S25] , [S26] , [S27] , [S28] , [S29] , [S30] , [S31] , [S32] , [S33] , [S34] , [S35] , [S36] , [S37] , [S38] , [S39] , [S40] , [S41] , [S42] , [S43] , [S44] , [S45] , [S46] , [S47], [S49] , [S50] , [S51] , [S52] , [S53] , [S55] , [S56] , [S58] , [S63] , [S64] , [S68] , [S70] , [S71] , [S72] , [S73] , [S75] , [S76] , [S77] , [S79] , [S80] , [S82] , [S85] , [S86] , [S87] , [S88] , [S89] , [S91] , [S92] , [S95] , [S97] , [S98] From the keyword list - Table V , we observe that the expression -systematic review‖ appears only 56 times, that is, it appears 54.9% (56/102) of the selected papers.
From Tables III and IV an analysis of terms related to Software Engineering was performed. These lists show that:
 the papers [S3], [S13] , [S20] , [S30] , [S32] , [S33] , [S34] , [S39] , [S43] , [S44] , [S54] , [S57] , [S58] , [S62] , [S64] , [S71] , [S75] , [S82] , [S90] , [S91] , [S92] , [S96] contain in the keywords -software engineering‖, that is, 22 of 102 papers (21.6%) express in their keywords explicitly that their content is related to Software Engineering;  and only the papers [S32] , [S33] , [S34] , [S38] , [S91] , [S96] , [S39] , [S43] , [S44] , [S54] , [S57] , [S58] , [S64] , [S72] , [S82] explicit in their titles that their content is related to Software Engineering, or 14.7%. However, a thorough examination of the titles and keywords demonstrate that the list of papers related to Software Engineering‖ is: [S54] , [S56] , [S57] , [S58] , [S59] , [S60] , [S62] , [S64] , [S66] , [S68] , [S71] , [S73] , [S75] , [S77] , [S78] , [S81] , [S82] , [S86] , [S88] , [S90] , [S91] , [S92] , [S96] , [S97] , [S98] , [S99], [S100]. In other words, 55 papers out of 102 (53.9%) are directly related to Software Engineering in their keywords. It is important to notice that it was difficult to determine if the papers [S16] , [S21] , [S25] , [S53] , [S70] , [S80] , [S93] , [S94] , [S101] were related to Software Engineering only through their title and keywords. Then reading their abstract and introduction, we have determined that only the papers [S21] , [S25] , [S70] , [S80] , [S93] , [S101] were related to Software Engineering. Hence, the total number of papers related to Software Engineering are 61 or 59.8%, which are analyzed in Fig. 2 and Table II. IV. DISCUSSION
The number of published papers of systematic review is growing in Computer Science in recent years, Fig. 1 [1] . Our research started with 3,645 papers from which 102 were selected, that is a survival rate of 2.8%. That means that the Systematic Review process is laborious and it requires much attention. Our research has shown that the top 10 journals that had published more systematic reviews papers in Computer Science represents 75.5% of the total number of papers. The number one journal regarding that --Information and Software Technology‖, is responsible for 39.2% of the total number of papers. Only 54.9% of the papers declared in the keywords that it was a systematic review, and only 75.7% declared it in their title. Additionally, our research has verified that 59.8% are directly related to Software Engineering.
Consequently, as in [6] , we recommend that every -Systematic Review‖ paper in Computer Science should declare it in their title and keywords.
Another recommendation is to declare that the paper is related to -Software Engineering‖ should be explicit in the keywords. Both statements would facilitate and improve the results of systematic reviews in software engineering.
Finally, it is important to report that in the Department of Computer Science of the Federal University of Tocantins (UFT -Universidade Federal do Tocantins), Systematic Review has been taught in the discipline of Scientific Methodology for the last two years resulting in the publication of papers such as in [1] , [10] and this paper itself, i.e., we have been teaching systematic review for both graduate and undergraduate students in an effective way, which suggests further studies of efficiency in the learning process. 
